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About This Game

Dialing

Dialing is match-3 reinvented with a hint of never-ending difficult. The numbers are always increasing and so is the
challenge.

Within a limited number of laps around a circle shoot a tile number at the board to connect then. When three or more and
together they merge and turn into one higher number, and that's where things get tough.

But everything comes with a reward. The harder the challenge more experience and levels you get. With levels comes more laps
and the chance to go further into the numbers. Hold lots of then tight and let the combos begin!
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FEATURES :

*Level Up System

*Unlimited Challenget

*Controller Support

*Steam Leaderboard

*Steam Achievements

While the tile number is rotating around the main circle, hit Left-Ctrl to make it attach to a slot. When three or more equal
numbers are connected they will merge into a bigger number. With good strategic positing you can make combos and get a

better score.
Endless Mode has no lap counter and a different leaderboard.
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Publisher:
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bad for multiplayer. HMS VICTORY RULE BRITANNIA. It's kind of like dust II but no one plays this game anymore period.
I'm not a fan of this genre to begin with but this game isn't very good. Theres not a lot that this game actually does well. The
graphics are awful for a 2015 game. The gameplay is sloppy and it's nearly impossible to hit your target. The voice acting and
cutscenes look even worse than the actual game. And the game isn't really fun or appealing to me in any way. I don't often give
full negative reviews because most games have a couple good things about them at least, but I don't see many good things about
this one. It can probably run on a potato, that's my only positive for this game.

2/10. An interesting idea, with poor execution. The platforming is smooth, but the magnetism is finickity and the cluttered,
impersonal and slow interface removes any flow and feeling.
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No way Jose. A great game.
Branching storyline, small details that crop up, totally new layer on some starting professions, good writing.
My only 'meh' would be the amount of people you get by the end, feels a bit forced.
Then again, they dont come totally out of the blue.

Overall, a great first chapter.. Although I've had more bad than good experiences with purchases from Milestone, they have
somehow managed to concoct a winning formula that is a mixture of simulation and arcade.

I loathe arcade racers and was very apprehensive about this title, but I'm glad I took a chance. My finger was on the refund
button and ready to cancel at the slightest sign of racing ♥♥♥♥ery.

What I found was a mixture of old-school rally cars, some Baja racing/Dakar Rally type of elements in the form of
trucks/crossovers and heavy-metal music to a lesser degree.

The graphics/locations are great the music gets you pumped and, most importantly, this is really fun.

***You can also tweak the vehicles performance to a surprisingly detailed level.

. Not really what I was expecting. I was expecting the game to allow us to choose the method of execution, but it's all prestaged
and is a matter of just timing a button click.

Kind of lame.. This game is super and fun but if you have a bad laptop or internet connection like me,it will be a bit laggy.. I
very much enjoyed this title when I first got it a couple years ago when I first got my HTC Vive. Unfortunately, it seems the dev
team have abandoned this title since there are many complaints in this game's forums mentioning that the moons and planets do
not appear when in tour mode, I agree, I just got a Samsung Odyssey Plus (Windows Mixed Reality) and I'm having that
problem too. In the forums, I haven't seen any comment from the Dev team about possibly fixing this title. This is so
unfortunate for a pretty cool title.
DO NOT waste your money on this title, chances are it will not work for you, Vive Pro, Oculus Rift and Windows Mixed
Reality users are all complaining about this problem.
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